
French - Curriculum Map 2021-22

Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 Year 10 Year 11 Year 12 Year 13

Over-
view

Students will use
KS2 knowledge of
English grammar
and make links to
their learning of
French grammar.
The MFL skills that
they acquired can
be applied to their
French learning.

Y7 students are
introduced to:
articles, adjectival
agreement,
connectives, basic
justified opinions,
infinitive verbs,
present tense and
simple future tense.

Y7 students are
introduced to
listening for gist and
detail, writing
longer passages,
reading for gist and
detail and offering
simple verbal
responses to a series
of questions,

Our country and
culture focus in Y7 is
Tahiti, and students
will be introduced to

Students will use their
Y7 learning of infinitive
verbs and the present
and simple future tense
to help them
understand the past
tense passé composé
conjugation.

Y8 students will
develop their
vocabulary knowledge
and justify their
opinions in more depth.

Y8 students develop
their listening, reading
and writing and offer
more developed verbal
responses to a series of
questions,

Our country and
culture focus in Y8 is
Tahiti, and students will
develop their
understanding of the
Francophone world.

Students will use their
Y7 and Y8 learning of
the three main tenses
and extend this to
combine them
successfully. This will be
extended further to
their learning of the
Imperfect Past tense.
Grammatical
knowledge will be
extended to use of
comparatives,
superlatives, reflexive
verbs, indirect and
direct object pronouns.

Y9 students extend their
listening, reading and
writing skills.

In Y9 students will
extend their knowledge
of France  and the
Francophone world
through cultural studies
and a focus on literature
and film.

Through 1-2-1 Speaking
opportunities, Y9
students are able to
extend their verbal
responses further.

Hyperlink to Y9 Content

Students will use their
KS3 learning to deepen
their understanding
and use of the present,
simple future, passé
composé  and
imperfect tenses,
alongside infinitive verb
structures.
Students will continue
to deepen their
grammatical
knowledge through
exposure to the proper
future tense and the
subjunctive mood.

Y10 students deepen
their listening, reading
and writing skills
through exposure to
GCSE materials.

In Y10 students will
deepen  their
knowledge of France
and the Francophone
world.

Through 1-2-1 Speaking
opportunities, Y10
students are able to
deepen  their verbal
responses further in the
General Conversation
element of the GCSE

In Y11, French students
embed their Y7-Y10
learning in terms of
grammar and topic
content. Compound tenses
are re-visited to ensure
mastery,

Students embed and
master the key skills
required for GCSE success
over a 2 week skill cycle.

Through 1-2-1 Speaking
opportunities, Y11 students
are able to embed  their
verbal responses in
General Conversation, Role
Play and Photo Card, and
master these three
elements.

Hyperlink to Y11
Curriculum map for the
2022 cohort only

Y12 students build a
profound knowledge of
French grammar by
revisiting all elements of
KS3 and KS4 grammar in
great detail and extending
this further by
manipulating this
grammar to complex
topics.
KS5 grammar is introduced
in terms of subjunctive
mastery and further
compound tenses.

In Y12, students broach a
series of themes rooted in
Francophone culture,
politics, history and current
affairs, giving them a
profound and
contextualised
understanding of the
language they are learning.

In Y12, students will study a
book and a film over the
course of the year:
-Film focus: “La Haine” by
Mathieu Kassovitz
-Book focus: “Un sac de
billes” by Joseph Joffo

Y13 students have a
profound knowledge of all
elements of French
grammar which enables
them to apply this to the
skills of Listening, Reading,
Writing and Speaking. Y13
students can manipulate
language at an expert
level, both verbally and in
the written form.

In Y13, students continue
to broach a series of
themes rooted in
Francophone culture,
politics, history and current
affairs, giving them a
profound and
contextualised
understanding of the
language they are
learning.

In Y13, students will
continue to study a book
and a film over the course
of the year:
-Film focus: “La Haine” by
Mathieu Kassovitz
-Book focus: “Un sac de
billes” by Joseph Joffo

Throughout Y13 students
will work on their IRP.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1cq8gxsn2Bu4NsskOKdv3g1vlKFjif37bXRSsdvxXHB4/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1duCAgpJ6v9cqN-CF0P7nSnOQ5-HsHayE68D1I60thtU/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1duCAgpJ6v9cqN-CF0P7nSnOQ5-HsHayE68D1I60thtU/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1duCAgpJ6v9cqN-CF0P7nSnOQ5-HsHayE68D1I60thtU/edit?usp=sharing


the Francophone
world.

and Language
Integrated Learning
curriculum

exam. They practise the
Role Play and Photo
Card element.

(Independent Research
Project)

Half
Term 1

Access Studio
(Introductions)

- phonics, meeting
and greeting
people, talking
about pets and
colours, learning to
count and talk
about birthdays and
ages,saying what
we have in our
school bags, talking
about your family

T’es branché(e)?
(Free-time and
Technology)

- talking about
television programmes
and films, talking about
reading, talking about
the internet, talking
about what you did
yesterday evening,
giving opinions on
films, TV shows and
books,

Qui suis-je ?
(Friends, Family and
Relationships)

- revising family and
describing people,
revising places in town
and activities, talking
about friends and what
makes a good friend,
talking about family
relationships, making
arrangements to go out,
describing a night out
with friends, talking
about life when you
were younger,
discussing role models.

Le grand large
(Travel and Tourism)

- revising holidays and
talking about what you
normally do, did last
year and your future
plans, talking about an
ideal holiday, booking
and reviewing hotels,
ordering in a restaurant,
talking about travelling,
buying souvenirs,
talking about holiday
disasters

Me, my family and friends
Tech in everyday life
Free-time activities
Customs and Festivals

2 week skill cycle:

1. Grammar
2. Reading
3. Listening
4. Gen Con
5. RP+PC
6. Writing

La famille en voie de
changement
Describe and discuss
trends in marriage and
other forms of partnership
in the French speaking
world

Consider and discuss the
merits and problems of
different family
structures

Consider relationships
between the generations
and discuss problems that
can arise

KS4 Grammar
Consolidation

Les aspects positifs d’une
société diverse
Consider the benefits of
living in an ethnically
diverse society

Consider the need for
tolerance and respect of
diversity

Consider how we can
promote diversity to create
culturally richer world

Quelle vie pour les
marginalisés?
Examine different groups
who are socially
marginalised

Discuss measures to help
those who are
marginalised

Consider contrasting
attitudes to people who
are marginalised

Speaking: Les aspects
positifs d’une société
diverse, Quelle vie pour les
marginalisés?

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1cq8gxsn2Bu4NsskOKdv3g1vlKFjif37bXRSsdvxXHB4/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1cq8gxsn2Bu4NsskOKdv3g1vlKFjif37bXRSsdvxXHB4/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1cq8gxsn2Bu4NsskOKdv3g1vlKFjif37bXRSsdvxXHB4/edit?usp=sharing


Half
Term 2

C’est perso
(Opinions, Family
and Festivals)

- talking about your
likes and dislikes,
talking about your
classroom
equipment,
describing yourself
and other people;
physical
descriptions and
descriptions of
personality,
describing what
other people like.

- Understanding of
Christmas and
France and
describing a
traditional
Christmas.

Paris, je t’adore
(Holidays)

- saying what you did in
Paris and when you did
things, understanding
information about a
tourist attraction,
saying where you went
and how, interview
techniques, saying
what you usually do,

Qui suis-je ?
Continued from HT1

Le temps des loisirs
(Free-time, technology,
music & TV)

- revising sport, music,
technology, films and
TV, talking about sport
and your life online,
talking about books and
reading developing
ideas on TV
programmes, talking
about actors and films

Noël
(Christmas)

- learning about
Christmas traditions in
France.

Le grand large
Continued from HT1

Au collège
(School and social
issues)

- revising school
subjects and talking
about your timetable,
revising school uniform,
comparing schools in
the UK and
French-speaking
countries, discussing
school rules, discussing
healthy living,
discussing vices, and
talking about a school
exchange.

Customs and Festivals
Home, town,
neighbourhood  and
region
Social / Global Issues

2 week skill cycle:

1. Grammar
2. Reading
3. Listening
4. Gen Con
5. RP+PC
6. Writing

La <cyber-société>
Describe and discuss how
technology has
transformed everyday life
in the French speaking
world

Consider and discuss the
dangers of digital
technology

Consider the different
users of digital technology
in the French speaking
world and discuss possible
future developments

KS5 Grammar Introduction

Speaking: La famille en
voie de changement

Quelle vie pour les
marginalisés?
Continued from HT1

Comment on traite les
criminels

Examine different
attitudes to crime

Discuss prison and its
merits and problems

Consider alternative forms
of punishment

Speaking:Comment on
traite les criminels

Half
Term 3

Mon collège
(School)

- talking about
school subjects with
opinions and
reasons, asking
questions,
describing your
timetable, telling
the time, describing
the school day,
talking about food
eaten at break,
comparing schools
in French-speaking
countries and
England

Mon identité
(Family, Friends and
Opinions)

- talking about
personality, talking
about relationships,
talking about clothes
and music with
opinions, describing
your interests

La Nouvelle Année
(New Year)

-learning about how
New Year is celebrated
in France / French
speaking countries

Le temps des loisirs
Continued from HT2

La littérature et les
films
(Literature and Film)

-students will extend
their knowledge of key
themes through poetry,
book extracts and film

Au collège

Continued from HT2

Bon travail
(Jobs and Future
ambitions)

- revising jobs and work
preferences, discussing
career choices, talking
about plans, hopes and
wishes, applying for
jobs, understanding
case studies,

Social / Global Issues
Travel and Tourism
My studies/life at school

2 week skill cycle:

1. Grammar
2. Reading
3. Listening
4. Gen Con
5. RP+PC
6. Writing

Le rôle du bénévolat
Examine the voluntary
sector in France and the
range of work volunteers
provide

Discuss the benefits of
voluntary work for those
that are helped and how
beneficiaries request help

Look at the benefits of
voluntary work for those
that do it and for society as
a whole

KS5 Grammar Focus

Les ados, le droit de vote
et la politique
Discuss arguments
relating to the vote and
examine the French
political system and its
evolution

Discuss engagement levels
of young people
and their influence on
politics

Discuss the future of
politics and political
engagement

La politique et
l’immigration



clips Speaking: La
<cyber-société> Discuss some of the

political issues concerning
immigration in
francophone countries

Consider the viewpoints of
political parties regarding
immigration

Consider immigration
from the standpoint

Speaking: La politique et
l’immigration

Half
Term 4

Mes passe temps
(Free-time)

- talking about
computers and
mobile, talking
about what sports
you play and
activities you do and
giving opinions on
them, describing
what other people
do, talking about
extreme sports

Chez moi, chez toi.
(House and Town)

- describing where you
live and your home,
revising food and
drinking, discussing
what to buy, talking
about an event,

Jours ordinaires jours
de fête
(Customs and Festivals,
Eating out)

- talking about food and
meals, discussing and
shopping for clothes,
describing your daily life,
talking about food for
special occasions, using
polite language,
describing family
celebrations, describing
festivals and traditions.

Bon travail
Continued from HT3

Un œil sur le monde
(Social & Global Issues)

- talking about what
makes you tick,
discussing problems
facing the world, talking
about protecting the
environment, discussing
ethical shopping,
talking about
volunteering, discussing
big events.

My studies/life at school
Post 16/Jobs

2 week skill cycle:

1. Grammar
2. Reading
3. Listening
4. Gen Con
5. RP+PC
6. Writing

& focussed revision.

Une culture fière de son
patrimoine
Understand the notion of
heritage and heritage
preservation on a regional
and national scale

Consider the ways in which
some of the country’s most
famous heritage sites
market themselves

Comprehend how heritage
impacts upon society and
how it is guided by culture

KS5 Grammar Focus

Speaking: Le rôle du
bénévolat

Manifestations et
grèves
Understand the important
role of unions

Talk about strikes and
protests and consider
different methods of
protesting

Discuss different attitudes
towards strikes, protests
and other political tensions
Speaking: Les ados, le droit
de vote et la politique,
:Manifestations et grèves

Half
Term 5

Ma zone
(Town and
Environment)

- talking about
where you live,

Bien dans sa peau
(Health and Social
Issues)

- learning the body
parts, revising sports,

Jours ordinaires jours
de fête
Continued from HT4

De la ville à la
campagne

Un œil sur le monde
Continued from HT4

La technologie
(Technology)

La musique francophone
contemporaine
Consider the popularity of
contemporary
francophone music and its
diversity of genre and style



giving directions,
talking about where
you go in town and
what you can do
there, making
arrangements to go
out, learning about
different regions in
France

- problems in town,
environmental
solutions, what you
and others do to
help the
environment

talking about healthy
eating, making plans to
get fit, describing levels
of fitness, talking about
French sportspeople,
evaluating a healthy
lifestyle.

(Town, Neighbourhood
and Region)

- revising where you live,
weather and transport,
describing a town and
asking the way,
describing a region,
talking about where you
live and discussing what
to do there, making
future plans, describing
community projects

- talking about social
networks, giving
opinions on social
media and mobile
technology, talking
about mobile
technology use and
overuse.

Consider who listens to
contemporary
francophone music, how
often and by what means

Consider and discuss the
threats to contemporary
francophone music and
how it might be
safeguarded

KS5 Grammar Focus

Speaking: Une culture fière
de son patrimoine

Half
Term 6

3,2,1 Partez
(Holidays)

- talking about your
holidays and getting
ready to go out,
buying drinks and
snacks, talking
about future holiday
plans, talking about
what you would like
to do, finding out
about where people
go on holiday in
France

À l’horizon
(Jobs and Future
ambitions)

- discussing your future,
talking about language
learning, talking about
jobs and what they
involve, talking about
ambitions, investigating
unusual jobs

De la ville à la
campagne
Continued from HT5

L’environnement
(Social and Global
issues)

- an introduction to the
environment, discussing
what you’re allowed to
do, exploring what is
important to you,
talking about things you
buy, describing what
makes you happy

La technologie
Continued from HT4

Mock Preparation and
Assessment feedback
will also take place in
HT6

Le septième art
Consider a variety of
aspects of French cinema

Consider the major
developments in the
evolution of French cinema
from its beginnings until
the present day

Consider the continuing
popularity of French
cinema and film festivals

KS5 Grammar Focus

Speaking: La musique
francophone
contemporaine, Le
septième art

SMSC -Building a sense of
self-identity
-Understanding
families and our
position in them.

-Developing an
understanding of the
role  of technology in
everyday life
-Developing cultural

-Extending knowledge
of interpersonal
relationships.
-Extending cultural
capital by linking to

-Deepening skills
needed for independent
travel.
-Deepening
understanding of

-Deepening and
embedding knowledge,
skills and cultural capital
from Y7-10.

-Overall focus on
developing cultural capital
and AO4 knowledge.
-Building a profound
understanding of the

-Overall focus on
developing cultural capital
and AO4 knowledge.
-In IRP developing cultural
capital in a chosen topic.



-Understanding the
diverse range of
family relationships.
-Expressing
opinions with
justification.
-Understanding the
role of online and
media in life.
-Introducing an
appreciation of the
differences between
UK schools and
schools in TL
countries.
-Introducing the
concept of  global
languages.
-Introducing the
legacy of
colonisation and its
impact on culture
and language.
-Introducing an
appreciation of
festivals in TL
countries.
-Introducing an
understanding of
local and global
issues.
-Introducing
cultural capital
through the study
of  attractions and
tourist sites.

capital with deeper
knowledge of a city and
its attractions.
-Developing and
understanding of issues
linked to family
relationships.
-Developing and
understanding of issues
around  fashion and
appearance
-Developing an
understanding of the
positives and negatives
of local areas and
communities.
-Developing knowledge
of healthy lifestyle and
the link to health and
fitness.

inspirational figures and
desirable characteristics
in leaders.
-Extending
independence and
planning for social
activities.
-Extending cultural
capital through the
discussion of
film/TV/Literature.
-Extending appreciation
of festivals in TL
countries.
-Developing
understanding of the
importance of
community projects.
-Extending
understanding of
environmental issues
solutions.

different education
systems.
-Deepening Insight into
diverse future careers
and routes into them.
-Building and
understanding of
human rights.
-Deepening
understanding of
ethical issues.
-Building
understanding of
environmental issues.
-Deepening and
understanding  of the
pros and cons of
technology.

evolving nature of family.
-Building a profound
understanding of the
issues relating to
technology.
-Building a profound
understanding of charities
and voluntary work.
-Building a profound
understanding of the
cultural heritages and its
role in national identity.
-Building a profound
knowledge of and
appreciation for TL music
and film.

-Building a profound
understanding of the
diversity in society.
-Building a profound
understanding of the
current issues linked to
social exclusion..
-Building a profound
understanding of the
issues linked to  crime and
punishment.
-Building a profound
understanding of political
activism among young
people.
-Building a profound
understanding of strikes
and demonstration as a
form of political activism.
-Building a profound
knowledge of and
appreciation for TL music
and film
-Building a profound
understanding of the
current issues linked to
immigration..

CIAG Introduction to the
importance of
communication
skills in terms of

Development  of
communication skills in
terms of future
interviews and

A focus on Pathways
and the importance of
language learning at
KS4; extending

Degrees that incorporate Languages / the transferable
skills gained whilst studying an MFL

Modern Languages

Jobs that incorporate an MFL / the transferable skills
gained whilst studying a language include:

Diplomacy



future interviews
and employment
with a focus on
verbal self-efficacy
in the target
language.

Introduction to the
understanding of
the wider world in
terms of jobs and
transferable skills
from MFL.

employment.

Development of
self-efficacy and
spontaneity in the
target language to
foster confidence in the
native language.

Development of
understanding the
wider world in terms of
jobs and transferable
skills from MFL.

understanding of jobs
and transferable skills
from MFL in the world
of work,

Linguistics
Linguistic Anthropology
Language Studies
International Studies
Journalism
Media Studies
Film Studies
History
Literature

Many universities also offer students the opportunity
to continue their language learning as a subsidiary
subject alongside their university major. This often
means you can benefit from the Year Abroad option
during your university career.

International Aid
International Development
Journalism
Publishing
Teaching
Policy-making
Government
Interpreting & Translation
Marketing, Advertising, PR
Travel & Tourism
Logistics
Business

Future
learning

Alongside the
constant re-visiting
of grammar and the
four skills (Listening,
Speaking, Reading &
Writing), students
will also gain an
insight into the
following themes:

GCSE themes
T1: Identity & Culture
- Me, my family and
friends

T1: Identity & Culture
- Free-time activities

T1: Identity & Culture
- Customs &
Festivals

T2: Local, National,
International &
Global areas of
interest- Home,
Town,

Alongside the constant
re-visiting of grammar
and the four skills
(Listening, Speaking,
Reading & Writing),
students will also gain
an insight into the
following themes:

GCSE themes
T1: Identity & Culture -
Me, my family and
friends

T1: Identity & Culture -
Free-time activities

T1: Identity & Culture -
Technology in Everyday
life

T2: Local, National,
International & Global
areas of interest- Travel
& Tourism

T2: Local, National,

Alongside the constant
re-visiting of grammar
and the four skills
(Listening, Speaking,
Reading & Writing),
students will also gain
an insight into the
following themes:

GCSE themes
T1: Identity & Culture -
Me, my family and
friends

T1: Identity & Culture -
Free-time activities

T1: Identity & Culture -
Customs & Festivals

T2: Local, National,
International & Global
areas of interest- Travel
& Tourism

T2: Local, National,
International & Global

Alongside the constant
re-visiting of grammar
and the four skills
(Listening, Speaking,
Reading & Writing),
students will also gain
an insight into the
following themes:

A-Level themes
3.1 Aspects of
French-speaking
Society: current trends
- the “cyber-society”, the
place of voluntary work

3.1 Aspects of
French-speaking
Society: current trends:
current issues
-positive features of a
diverse society

3.2 Artistic culture in the
French-speaking world
-a culture proud of its
heritage,

A-Level themes
3.1 Aspects of
French-speaking Society:
current trends
-the changing nature of
family, the “cyber-society”,
the place of voluntary work

3.1 Aspects of
French-speaking Society:
current trends: current
issues
-positive features of a
diverse society

3.2 Artistic culture in the
French-speaking world
-a culture proud of its
heritage, contemporary
Francophone music,
cinema (the 7th art)

3.2 Aspects of political life
in the French-speaking
world
-teenagers, the right to
vote and political
commitment

A level French  prepares students for a range of degree
courses either linked to the language itself, or with a
focus on transferable skills developed through language
learning.. It opens up a variety of career options to
students.

Curriculum Intent
“A qualification in MFL will provide students with the
ability to be strong communicators in any language,
having built their resilience through a challenging
curriculum and developed a lifelong love of language
learning. Such transferable skills open up our students to
careers in diplomacy, journalism, business, interpreting
and translation, and a vast variety of jobs in the
international sector, amongst others.”



Neighbourhood and
Region

T2: Local, National,
International &
Global areas of
interest- Travel &
Tourism

T2: Local, National,
International &
Global areas of
interest- Global
Issues

T3: Current & Future
study &
Employment - My
studies

T3: Current & Future
study &
Employment - Life
at school/college

International & Global
areas of interest- Home,
Town, Neighbourhood
and Region

T2: Local, National,
International & Global
areas of interest- Social
Issues

T3: Current & Future
study & Employment -
Jobs, career choices &
ambitions

areas of interest- Home,
Town, Neighbourhood
and Region

T2: Local, National,
International & Global
areas of interest- Global
Issues

T2: Local, National,
International & Global
areas of interest- Social
Issues

A-Level themes
3.4 Literary Texts & Films

3.2 Aspects of political
life in the
French-speaking world
-teenagers, the right to
vote and political
commitment


